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Would it be a distortion of recent trends in MCTE 
activities and policies to say that the values in 
literary study are more nearly taken for granted tha 
openly defended? In the past ten years or so, the n 
leader~ of the NCTE as well as our state leaders have 
emphasized.the need for more emphasis on linguistics 
and rhetoric, the need for more systematic attention 
to composition teaching, to the point where just 
about any conscientious classroom teacher might feel 
ashamed of himself for devoting most of his time to 
the study of literature. In fact, we devote very 
little time to discussion of the values of literary 
study. 

d·gree in the history of culture: works of art, in~ 
pe ~ing poetry,are worthwhile; the greatest poems stand 
JU test of time; they are worth preserving as records 

,~• ur cultural heritage and justify strenuous study 
of 

0
0 ne to perceive their full value; beauty has its 

.for reward; art" is autonomous, not subordinate to other 
oW~ues--social, theological, practical, philosoph~cal, 
~litical. But it is very difficult to s~ate a simple, 
po ssailable definition of the value of literary study. una 

one can admit this difficulty; but the English tea~ 
ber must nonetheless face. up to the responsi~ili ty 

-~ defining the values of literary study. My impres-
1°. n is that students in their schooling at. any level, 
s~ • • 1·ttl ~gb school, college! or grade s~h~o~ receive 1. e 

idance in formu1ating such definitions. In spite of 
~e enormous amount of critical writing and scholarly, 
icturing about literature, few people go to the trou
b~e of trying to define why literature ~h~u;.a be ~tud
~d. In any of t~e major school~ ~f_crit1c1sm--h1s-

ltorical scholarship, the "1:1ew critic~sm", m.yth-arch~
•eypal studies, even romantic aesthetics--on~ can g~in 
countless insights into the s~ructure, th~ ideological 
content, ambiguities, subtleties of all kinds, an 
awareness of recurring themes and patt~rns. B1;1t many 

Nobody connected with our profession is actually 
1

, f the simplest and most basic aesthetic questions are 
opposed to literary study. We are not told to give ;ot answered. The critics and the scholars rarely 
it up or neglect it or even minimize it. But on the .J nticipa te the students wondering "Why should one read 
other hand, nobody is advocating more emphasi~ on :his?" "What is of val1:1e in poetry?" "Does one l~arn 
literary study, ex~ltin? it, ur?ing its nec~ssity for anything from such study which is transferrable into 
all students. It is this negative trend which strikes common experience?" As I remember my own years as an 
me as peculiar for such a large and sophisticated {mdergraauate and then as a graduate student, the 
group of English teachers. It seems to me that most question "Why should one read a poem?" ne':"er occurr~d. 
of us are attracted to the field of English through The typical English major's response to literature is 
the experience of literary study. I doubt whether 

1
,~itially intuitive. One recognizes nearly all the 

many English te•chers are capable of defining in ~rks traditionally included in courses in literature 
clear logi~al terms what there was about the a~peal Ito be satisfying more or less immediately. Through 
of literary study which drew them into the fold at !consideration of' critical approaches which_ illu1?inate 
the moment of their decision to major in English, or parts of the poem, pointing out interrelationships,_ 
to teach English, but it was the appeal of literary 'subtler implications, historically relev.ant assumptions, 
study. The more practicalmotive of a general short- one learns to like most poems even better .. But the 
age of English teachers may cause many people to be ~acher of English majors does not face all th~ pro~
English teachers, but usually these people if oppor- [~ms that one faces in teaching non-English maJors in 
tunities were equal would prefer to do something else./a required literary course. The student who ~as n~ver 
I am speaking only of those people who are committed lbeen much attracted by reading, and whose motives in 
to English. The decision in each case, as explained entering college (whether we admire these motives or 
by people who have confided in me, was largely the oot) are basically practical if n~t brazenly 1?erc~nar~ 
result of an intuitive response, a semi-conscious ~ naturally suspicious of a required cour~e ~n liter-
need, which is fulfilled through Ii terary study. 1ature. Even some people from pious, moralistic back

To be sure, any student of English when pressed 
for a reason for his engaging in such study can offer 
commonplace answers, all of which have an ancient • 
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l~ounds appear dubious about some kinds of poetry. 

r

~w do we anticipate the question~ a~out l~terary art: 
~hat is the value of literaiure if it wont neces
mrily make a persbn healthier, wealthier, more 
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comfortable, or more virtuous?" "Is it a frill?" "Is 
it conspiracy on the part of English teachers to gain 
employment?" "ls there any reason why a student shou1 
receive instruction in literature rather than in in- d 
come. tax laws, accounting, -or some kind of handicraft?,, 
Stupid as such questions might seem to the person Wh • 
has long ago devoted his life to literary study, we 

0 

should nonetheless recognize that such questions are 
fundameht~l. They are not asked all the tfme. Depend 
ing upon how awesome an image of himself the teacher ~I 
manages to project, one may not hear questions resem
bling those I have suggested for years at a time. I 
wish to point out, however, that such questions as 
these may very well be at the root of some students• 
antagonism towards literature. 

It simply isn't enough to fall back upon the 
simple answers that poetry is of value because it 
gives pleasure or because it is fun or because it is 
commonly considered by most competent critics to be 
beautiful; even though each of these statements may 
be true. These are not sufficiently convincing an
swers to the student who does not immediately derive 
pleasure or fun or an aesthetic response from the 
poem placed before him. We have all seen the sus
picious look on the face of an unsuccessful literary 
student whenever we have told him that he will enjoy 
the poem after he has scrutinized it longer or after 
he matures. 

The object behind this review of problems is to 
suggest a need for greater attention to fundamental 
aesthetics. This is not to recommend another required 
course for all English teachers. Heaven forbid that, 
in view of how aesthetics is usually taught, with 
hair-splitting arguments over terminology. Even the 
traditional historical survey of literary criticism, 
from Plato to Cleanth Brooks, is of dubious value 
for solving the questions I posed earlier in this 
essay. Rather this is to encourage concentrated 
reading in the works of those aestheticians who come 
closest to solving basic problems concerning artistic 
values. As one of the few leading philosophers to 
pay systematic attention to aesthetics, Benedetto 
Croce deserves primary consideration. His Aesthetic 
is not easy reading, but his distinguishing intuitive 
or particular knowledge is a good start. 

If one can convince the student that there is a 
genuine value in looking at specific things to see 
what makes them distinctive, singular, individual, 
or unique, one has a chance to clarify the d~fference between aesthetic and logical knowing. A clearer, 
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ore systematic reading text t~an_Douglas A~nslie's 
m anslation of Croce's Aesthetic is the article by 
~r oce on "aesthetics" in the 14th edition of the 
£~cyclopedia Brittannica, 1929~ recently re~ranslated 
~ecil Sprigge and included in Croce's Philosophy, 
p~etry, History (Oxford, 1966). One shoul? go ~n from 
~ however, and read Susann~ K. Langer s_maJor 

rks on the subject. Her germinal study Philosophy 
~o a New Key (1942) is available in paperback as a 
~ntoroook; but this study should .be_passed•over in 
favor either of Feeling and Form (Scribner's, 1953), 
clearly her best book, or Pro6Iems_of Art, a popular
·zed collection of lectures in Scribner paperback, 
~957. Langer emphasizes the importance of art as a . 
form of knowledge. In her terms,. "ar~ is the cr~a tion 
of forms expressive of human feel11:g. I_Ier studies 
emphasize the complexity and non-discursive character 
of knowledge about feelings. 

All of these works need more popularizing to mean 
much to students. They are essentially tools for the 
teacher. But no matter which major school of modern 
aesthetics the teacher enrolls in, he should recognize 
nis obligation to teach literature in such a way that 
the lectures and discussion questions are aimed at 
answering the fundamental questions about the nature 
and value of art. We should teach the student to focus 
nis impressions through literary study, to refine his 
sensitivity, by recognizing that works of art ~re ex
pressions of complex feelings by unusually varied 
people. By comprehending the inn~r emotion~l l~fe of 
man as it is given formal, emphatic expression in works 
of art one comes a good bit closer to realizing his 
potentiality as a fully developed human personality. 
It is by encouraging this kind of awarenes~ that we . 
can justify the study of literature as a vital academic 
course. 

A Selective Bibliography 

Croce Benedetto. Philosophy, Poetry, History. Oxfowd, 
1966. $16.80. Expensive but very big, giving us 
glimpses in 1135 pages of Croce's_r~m~rkabl~ range 
of achievements in philosophy, criticism, history. 
Good for inclusion of both aesthetic theory and 
practical literary criticism. 

Langer Susanne K. Feeling and Form. Scribner's, 1953. 
$4.95. The best book for-a-definition of tho~e qual
ities which all the arts have in common; combined 
with careful analysis of the distinctive character 
of each major art form. 
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Recommended Paperbacks GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT TEACHING: 
~ OAPTATION OF THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Cary, Joyce· !E.,! and Reality. Anchor Book. 1st Pub I~~ IN TEACHING TO AN ACTIVITY IN LANGUAGE ARTS 
1958. $ • 95. An interesting study by a distingu: Id h s· h I d 
novelist, partly autobiographical, partly criti lsti BY LUCILLE DUGGAN, Richfie Hig coo, an 

f h t • • 1 cal SISTER ST. ALFRED, College of St .. Catherine, St. Paul o w a is invo ved in the creative process. , 

• • . . . 'In March, the Upper Midwest Regional Educational 
Collingwood, R. G. The Principles of Art. Oxford Gal bo.ratory sponsored a five-st,ate A,S.T. conference qn 

Book. 1st pub. 19~ Very closely related to andakit,a cher competence in six different· subject matters. It 
deriv 7d from, Croce's aesthetics. Perhaps mo;e s tea the task of the conference members tb study the Stan-
tematJ.c • Ysn~:d University Performance ~riteria i1:1 ~e~ching and ~o 

dpt these criteria to particular activities of special 
Cro~e, ~enedetto. Aesthetic. Translated by Douglas a~ject matter areas. The English committee is quick to 

Ainslie. N?onday_Press. 1st pub. in Italian 1902. :knowledge that what follows is not new material. As 
$2.25: A pioneering study, clumsily translated, \ y now stand these criteria do, however, represent 
The first part, "Theory of Aesthetic," is basic but,. t e consensus of high school and college teachers of 
sup7rseded in many respects by the encyclopaedia relish and superviso~s of student teachers of English, 
article referred to previously. 1 ngked out under the support of two organizations con-

wor . t . . 11 b . ~rned with developing performance cri eria in a su -
Fry, Roger. Transforma~ions. Anchor Book. 1st pub. 1 ·ect areas by means of. which student teachers can be 

$1.45. By an art crit 7c, very much a Brahmin of th€ ~udged. 
old school, but deserving respect for arguing that J 
art has value because it points out relationships, 
not merely because it depicts objects. The guidelines were devised to foster better train

~g of teachers and to expedite communication between 
~• student teacher and his cooperat~n, teacher: _They 

Langer, Susanne K. Philosophy in a New Key. Mentor Bo can improve teacher training by providing a positive 
1st pub. 1942. Her first important book, which Pav and discussible chart, instead of a nebulous and prosy 
t?e way for Feeling and Form. Analysis and defini-rset of maxims. This chart does not replace the nee~ for 
tions of symbols lead to a definition of art. teacher decisions. Once the student teacher has decided 

~at to teach, the performance criteri~ can help him to 
Langer, Susanne K. Problems of Art. Scribner paperback' choose suitable activities and to consider how th

7
se can 

1st PUJ:>. ~957. $1.25. Wordy, repetitious, and un- {,,be implemented. The guidelines serve ~s a check list 
even, it_i~ never~heless the best introductory text/for the student teacher, the cooperating teacher, and 
for m~stified beginners. the supervisor, and help the student teacher and the 

lcooperating teacher to communicate. 
Langer, Susanne K. (ed.) Reflections on Art. Oxford . 

Galaxy Book. 1st pub. 1958. $1.95. A col'lection ofl This committee's adaptation ?f_the S~anf?rd Per!orm
essays by a variety of aestheticians and artists. ance Criteria centers on one activity which 7s_pertinent 
More useful for experts in the field. to teacher training in language arts--the writing of a 

composition. The criteria were developed for student 
Shahn, Ben. The Shape of Content. Vintage Books. 1st teachers, not for experienced teachers: They were de-

pub. 1957. "$172o.--:B°ya painter. Very good for vised to be applied as needed and ar
7 

intende~ ~o b
7 explaining the artist's need of freedom, problems inl flexible. The activity that.results in com~osi tion is 

evaluation, the inexhaustible subject matter of the !divided into stages: preparing fo~ !he assignme1:1t, 
arts. ~iding the writing of the composition, evaluating the 

David V. Harrington is associate professor of English at Gustavus Adolphus 
College. 
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work and returning the papers. The composition program 
is o;ganized around rhetorical prin~iples, ~n~ the cri

jteria are designed for assi,n~ents i1:1 expositio1:1 or 
,persuasion. For certain writing assignment~ wh7ch have 
!their own unique writing patterns, thes 7 criteria are 
1oot pertinent. They are, however, applicable to many 

!writing assignments in academic areas other than 
English. 
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